MILFORD HAVEN PORT AUTHORITY
SCHEDULE OF CHARGES FOR NEW WORKS
Levied with effect from 1 January 2021
Under the provisions of Section 33 of the Milford Haven Conservancy Act 1983

CLASS A WORKS
Which include berthing heads, landing stages, pontoons and works of any
description for berthing vessels alongside or for the purpose of landing persons or
goods:
For the first 10 metres or part of 10 metres of the length of berthing face

£ pa

1,806

For each additional metre or part of a metre by which the sum of the length of the
sides of the works which are available for berthing vessels alongside or for the
purpose of landing persons or goods exceeds 10 metres

61

For each vessel which is or may at any one time be berthed or moored at the works
in excess of one vessel

92

CLASS B WORKS
Which include dolphins, piles and works of any description for the mooring of
vessels other than Class A Works:
For berths for vessels not exceeding 15 metres in length overall

3,611

In respect of each additional vessel which is berthed there at any one time in excess
of 3 vessels

97

For berths for vessels exceeding 15 metres in length overall but not exceeding 30
metres in length overall

7,222

In respect of each additional vessel which is berthed there at any one time in excess
of 3 vessels

180

For berths for vessels exceeding 30 metres in length overall

14,444

In respect of each additional vessel which is berthed there at any one time in excess
of 3 vessels

3,010

CLASS C WORKS
Being works of any description used for the slipping of vessels:
(i)
(ii)

Private Slipways
being slipways not exceeding 3 metres in width, built by private persons
for their personal use by their own vessels used wholly for recreation
and not used by the general public or by a person operating the slipway
or any land works or buildings reached by the slipway for profit or by
any club or boat association or the like:

For a slipway not more than 500mm above the level of the seabed

180

For each 100mm or part of 100mm in excess of 500mm above the level of the
seabed

61

(ii) Common User Slipways being all slipways other than private slipways:
For a slipway not exceeding 4 metres in width and not more than 500mm above
the level of the seabed

602

For each 100mm or part of 100mm in excess of 500mm above the level of the
seabed

61

For each metre or part of a metre in excess of 4 metres width, an additional 10% of
the charges otherwise payable
CLASS D WORKS
Being any other small works (ie. Drainage Water Outfall etc)
CLASS E WORKS
Being any other major works transiting all or part of the Haven (ie. pipeline or
offshore installation etc), subject to a minimum charge of £1,806 pa

602

£37 per linear
metre pa
or
£2 per sq
metre pa

